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Material Events

Item 1.

Dividends

On August 2, 2017, First Bitcoin Capital Corp (OTC:BITCF) issued a press release announcing that the Board of
Directors had declared on that date a quarterly cash dividend of 10% per share ($.037) based on a record date of
September 12, 2017, with the payment date of September 29, 2017. A copy of this press release is furnished as
Exhibit 1 to this current report. The Company notified FINRA of this dividend (which is payable in an illiquid fiat
cryptocurrency known as TeslaCoilCoin) and anticipates an ex-dividend date to be set by FINRA based on the
record/payment dates. The amount of TeslaCoilCoin (COIN:TESLA) to be paid is based on the altcoin’s closing price
of $.53 which is based on the declaration date of August 2 2017 and found here:
https://coinmarketcap.com/assets/teslacoilcoin/historical-data/
Item 2.

Appoint of New Transfer Agent

On August 17, 2017 the Company appointed Nevada Agency and Transfer Company as its new SEC registered
transfer agent:
Nevada Agency and Transfer Company
50 W. Liberty St.
Suite 880
Reno, NV 89501
775-322-0626
www.natco.org
info@natco.org
Exhibit No.
Exhibit 1
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First Bitcoin Capital Corp Press Release dated Aug 2, 2017
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Exhibit 1

History’s First Dividend To Be Paid In CryptoCurrency To Shareholders Of Publicly
Traded Company; CoinQX to Support Bitcoin Cash (BCH); WEED ICO Completed, Now
Listed on 3 Exchanges

ACCESSWIREAugust 2, 2017

VANCOUVER, BC / ACCESSWIRE / August 2, 2017 / First Bitcoin Capital Corp, the world’s most prolific issuer
of digital currencies (BITCF) is pleased to announce that it intends to make history by being first to pay dividends
to shareholders in the form of a cryptocurrency.
The company earned 20,000,000 TeslaCoilCoin(s) (symbol TESLA) by using its Omni protocol node to generate
TeslaCoilCoin(S) for Tesla Coils, Inc. This coinage does not represent ownership in any entity and does not pay
dividends or provide earnings to its owners and is merely a digital fiat crypto currency.
First Bitcoin intends to pay regular quarterly 10% digital cash dividends in crypto currencies as long as we have a
surplus of this new form of money in reserves.
The company is determining the valuation of its shares and TESLACoilCoin based on the last trade at the close
of business as of today, the declaration date. For example if BITCF were to close at yesterday's price of $.3695
per share and TESLA Coil Coin were to close at last Friday's price of BTC 0.00019744 BTC or US $.54, each
shareholder would receive approximately .00684 TESLA Coil Coin for each 1 share of BITCF held as of the
record date of ownership.
The Board has set the record date for September 12, 2017, with the payment date of September 29, 2017, to
complete this historic dividend event. The company is notifying FINRA ten days in advance of the record date
and anticipates that FINRA will set an x-dividend date based on the record date. Owners of our common shares
that they own on the OMNI Bitcoin blockchain will be automatically credited with TESLA as both BITCF and
TESLA ride on the rails of the Bitcoin blockchain and can share the same wallet addresses. In order to avoid
confusion with outside exchanges, it is best to hold your BITCF when in crypto form, in your private OMNI wallet.
The company will send out a digital crypto certificate of ownership to each shareholder with instruction on how to
download a wallet and convert their certificates into digital TESLA Coil Coins.
The company intends to pay additional dividends in various crypto currencies that may include crypto exchange
symbols $WEED $FLY $PRES, $HILL, $GARY, $BURN, $OTX and $KLC. We may also from time to time pay
dividends in our own common shares in their crypto form which trades under the crypto symbol $BITCF on
various foreign cryptocurrency exchanges.

